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Abstract 39 

The aim of the present study was to compare canine adipose tissue mesenchymal stem cells 40 

cultured under normoxic (20% O2) and not severe hypoxic (7% O2) conditions in terms of 41 

marker expression, proliferation rate, differentiation potential and cell morphology. Intra-42 

abdominal fat tissue samples were recovered from 4 dogs and cells isolated from each sample 43 

were cultured under hypoxic and normoxic conditions. Proliferation rate and adhesion ability 44 

were determined, differentiation towards chondrogenic, osteogenic and adipogenic lineages 45 

was induced; the expression of CD44, CD34, DLA-DQA1, DLA-DRA1 was determined by 46 

PCR, while flow cytometry analysis for CD90, CD105, CD45 and CD14 was carried out. The 47 

morphological study was performed by transmission electron microscopy. Canine AT-MSCs, 48 

cultured under different oxygen tensions, maintained their basic biological features. However, 49 

under hypoxia, cells were not able to form spheroid aggregates revealing a reduction of their 50 

adhesivness. In both conditions, MSCs mainly displayed the same ultrastructural morphology 51 

and retained the ability to produce membrane vesicles. Noteworthy, MSCs cultivated under 52 

hypoxya revealed a huge shedding of large complex vesicles, containing smaller round-53 

shaped vesicles.  54 

In our study, hypoxia partially influences the basic biological properties and the 55 

ultrastructural features of canine mesenchymal stem /stromal cells. Further studies are needed 56 

to clarify how hypoxia affects EVs production in term of amount and content in order to 57 

understand its contribution in tissue regenerative mechanisms and the possible employment in 58 

clinical applications. The findings of the present work could be noteworthy for canine as well 59 

as for other mammalian species.  60 
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1. Introduction 64 

Naturally occurring diseases in companion animals, such as Canis familiaris, can be suitable 65 

models for human genetic and acquired diseases, helping to define the potential therapeutic 66 

efficiency and safety of stem cells therapy (Hayes et al., 2008; Schneider et al., 2008). 67 

Furthermore, the effective management of companion animals, such as dog, for their owners 68 

requires sophisticated new treatments and preventive strategies. Mesenchymal stem/stromal 69 

cells are the most promising candidates for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine 70 

applications. To date, canine derived MSCs have been established from different tissues, such 71 

as adipose tissue (Black et al., 2007), umbilical cord (Seo et al., 2009; Zucconi et al., 2010), 72 

liver and bone marrow (Wenceslau et al., 2011). Adipose tissue is ubiquitously available and 73 

has several advantages compared to other sources, particularly to bone marrow. In fact, it is 74 

easily accessible in large quantities with minimal invasive harvesting procedures. 75 

Furthermore, adipose tissue yields a high amount of MSCs (AT-MSCs) (Schäffler and 76 

Büchler, 2007).  77 

It is known that both local injection as well as systemic administration of MSCs result in the 78 

successful engraftment of a small percentage of the injected cells in the site of the injury 79 

(Chimenti et al., 2016). Consistent with these findings, some studies recently showed that the 80 

regenerative ability of MSCs could be mainly attributed to the production of molecules and 81 

mediators capable of activating the intrinsic regenerative process in the damaged tissues 82 

inhibiting apoptosis and fibrosis, enhancing angiogenesis, stimulating mitosis and/or 83 

differentiation of tissue-resident progenitor cells, and modulating the immune response 84 

(Lange-Consiglio et al., 2016). These bioactive factors are freely secreted in the extracellular 85 

environment or are enclosed in micrometric and nanometric vesicles (EVs) that are released 86 

from MSCs (Yagi et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2014). They enclose lipids, growth factors, 87 

cytokines and different kinds of RNAs that are important mediators of cell- to-cell 88 



 

 

communication (Huang et al., 2013; Pascucci et al., 2014a; Pascucci et al., 2015; Crivelli et 89 

al., 2017). EVs payload and their surface markers are strictly related to cell parent lineage and 90 

are influenced by cell metabolic state during their biogenesis (Tetta et al., 2013). For these 91 

reasons, EVs have a double role in physiological and pathological conditions, equally 92 

contributing to suppress or support a pathological condition (Chaput et al., 2011), depending 93 

on whether they are “good or bad” vesicles (Lo Cicero et al., 2015). Moreover, EVs exhibit 94 

many of the superficial markers, cytokines, growth factors and the immune modulatory 95 

properties of their origin cells (Gyorgy et al., 2015). Therefore, EVs could be used as smaller 96 

cellular “alter ego”, in order to achieve innovative cell-free strategies (Gyorgy et al., 2015). 97 

Furthermore, because of their capacity to encapsulate both hydrophilic and lipophilic 98 

molecules and to deliver them, EVs from MSCs could be considered as drug delivery systems 99 

(Bonomi et al., 2017; Pascucci et al., 2014b).  100 

Several Authors reported the ultrastructural features and EVs production by adult and foetal 101 

human (Budoni et al., 2013; Del Fattore et al., 2015) and equine MSCs (Pascucci et al., 102 

2014a; Pascucci et al., 2015; Lange-Consiglio et al., 2016; Iacono et al., 2017) and their 103 

possible therapeutic applications (Budoni et al., 2013; Lange-Consiglio et al., 2016; Iacono et 104 

al., 2017). Only one study briefly described the appearance, at transmission electron 105 

microscopy, of canine bone marrow MSCs (Bonomi et al., 2017), but the EVs production by 106 

these cells was no mentioned. 107 

MSCs migration towards the injured tissue increases under hypoxic conditions because low 108 

oxygen tension changes their surface receptors and the interaction with the damage tissue, 109 

even if it is strictly related to MSCs close to the injured site (Annabi et al., 2003). Moreover, 110 

AT-MSCs reside in a microenvironment with low oxygen tension (1-7%) and physiologically 111 

experiences an oxygen tension lower than the atmospheric tension (20-21%) (Choi et al., 112 

2014; Choi et al., 2015). Both in humans and in dogs, MSCs are usually cultured at 113 



 

 

atmospheric oxygen tension and the effects of hypoxia on proliferation, differentiation and 114 

molecular profiles are contradictory (Chung et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2016). No data have been 115 

reported on the effects of hypoxia on ultrastructural features and EVs production of human or 116 

animal MSCs. 117 

The purpose of this study was to investigate cellular proliferation, differentiation potential, 118 

molecular profile, migration and adhesion ability under normoxia (21%) and hypoxia (7%). 119 

Moreover, we aimed at evaluating the ultrastructural features of canine AT-MSCs and their 120 

capacity to produce EVs in both culture conditions. We hypothesized that hypoxia (7%) could 121 

affect cellular metabolism and consequently the release of EVs. 122 

 123 

2. Materials and Methods 124 

Chemicals were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and laboratory plastic 125 

ware was from Sarstedt Inc. (Newton, NC, USA) and Corning (Corning, NY, USA), unless 126 

otherwise stated.  127 

 128 

2.1 Animals 129 

Intra-abdominal fat tissue was recovered from 7 one year old bitches referred for a routine 130 

castration to the Department of Veterinary Medical Sciences, University of Bologna. The 131 

written consent was given by all owners to allow the use of removed tissue for research 132 

purposes and experimental procedures were approved by the Ethics Committee on animal use 133 

of the Department of Veterinary Medical Sciences, University of Bologna, and by the Italian 134 

Ministry of Health. 135 

 136 

2.2 Samples collection and cell isolation  137 



 

 

Immediately after removal, AT samples were stored in DPBS supplemented with antibiotics 138 

(100 IU/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin) and transferred to the lab. MSCs were isolated 139 

as previously described (Iacono et al., 2015). Briefly, under a laminar flow hood, tissue was 140 

rinsed by repeated immersion in DPBS, weighed and minced finely (0.5 cm) by sterile 141 

scissors. Minced AT was transferred into a 50ml polypropylene tube and a digestion solution, 142 

containing 0.1% collagenase type I (GIBCO®, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, 143 

Massachusetts, USA) dissolved in DPBS, was added (1ml solution/1g tissue) mixing 144 

thoroughly. This mix was kept in a 37 °C water bath for 30 min and mixed every 10 min. 145 

After incubation, collagenase was inactivated diluting 1:1 with DPBS supplemented with 10% 146 

v/v FBS (GIBCO®, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). The resulting 147 

solution was filtered in order to discard the undigested tissue and nucleated cells were pelleted 148 

at 470 g for 10 min. The pellet was re-suspended in culture medium [DMEM: TCM199 149 

(GIBCO®, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) = 1:1, plus 10% FBS]. It 150 

was centrifuged 3 times at 470 g for 10 min in order to rinse cells. Cell pellet was re-151 

suspended in 1 ml of culture medium and cell concentration was evaluated by 152 

haemocytometer. For plating and culturing the same cell number under hypoxic and normoxic 153 

conditions, each sample was divided in 2 equal parts. The term “normoxic” indicates the 154 

standard culture conditions (humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 and 21% O2) while the term 155 

“hypoxic” is related to a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 and 7% O2. Canine AT-MSCs 156 

cultured in normoxia will be indicated as Nor-AT-MSCs whereas the ones cultured under 157 

hypoxia will be indicated as Hyp-AT-MSCs. 158 

 159 

2.3 Cell culture and population doublings 160 

After isolation, primary cells derived from all recovered samples were plated in a 25 cm2 flask 161 

in 5 ml of culture medium at 38.5 °C under normoxic or hypoxic conditions. After 2 days of 162 



 

 

in vitro culture, the medium was completely re-placed and non-adherent cells removed. 163 

Hereafter the medium was changed twice a week until adherent primary MSCs reached ~80-164 

90% confluence and then they were dissociated by 0.25% trypsin, counted by a 165 

haemocytometer and plated at the concentration of 5 x 103 cells/cm2 as “Passage 1” (P1). 166 

Cells were allowed to proliferate until 80-90% confluence before trypsinization and 167 

successive passage.  168 

Calculation of cell-doubling time (DT) and cell-doubling numbers (CD) was carried out 169 

according to the following formulae (Rainaldi et al., 1991): 170 

CD = ln (Nf / Ni) / ln (2) 171 

where Nf and Ni are the final and the initial number of cells, respectively; 172 

DT = CT / CD 173 

where CT is the cell culture time. 174 

 175 

2.4 Adhesion and Migration Assays 176 

To define differences between Hyp-AT-MSCs and Nor-AT-MSCs, spheroid formation and 177 

migration test were performed. For each group were carried out 3 replicates for each 178 

experiment; all replicates were carried out at passage 3 of in vitro culture.  179 

For adhesion assay, cells were cultured in ‘hanging drops’ (5.000 cells/drop of 25µl) for 24 h. 180 

Images were acquired by a Nikon Eclipse TE 2000-U microscope. Starting from the binary 181 

masks obtained by Image J software (Processing and Analysis in Java, Version 1.6, 182 

imagej.nih.gov/ij/), the volume of each spheroid was computed using ReViSP 183 

(sourceforge.net/projects/revisp) (Bellotti et al., 2016), a software specifically designed to 184 

accurately estimate the volume of spheroids and to render an image of their 3D surface.  185 

To assess cell migration potential, a scratch assay (also known as Wound-Healing assay) was 186 

carried out, as previously described (Liang et al., 2007). Briefly, at 80-90 % confluence the 187 



 

 

cell monolayer was scraped using a p1000 pipet tip. After washing twice with DPBS, the dish 188 

was incubated for 24 h. Images were acquired both immediately after the tip-scratch (time 0; 189 

T0) and after the incubation period (last time point or time 1; T1), and the distances of each 190 

scratch closure were calculated by ImageJ software (Processing and Analysis in Java, Version 191 

1.6, imagej.nih.gov/ij/). The migration percentages were calculated using the following 192 

formula (Rossi et al., 2014): 193 

[(distance at T0-distance at T1) *100]/distance at T0 194 

 195 

2.5 Multilineage differentiation  196 

In vitro differentiation potential of cells toward osteogenic, adipogenic and chondrogenic 197 

lineages in different culture conditions was studied. Cells (5×103cells⁄cm2) were cultured 198 

under specific induction media (Table 1). As negative control, an equal number of cells was 199 

cultured in expansion medium. In vitro differentiation potential was assessed at passage 3 of 200 

culture in two replicates for three samples from each lineage. To cytologically evaluate 201 

differentiation, cells were fixed with 10% formalin at room temperature (RT) and stained with 202 

Oil Red O, Alcian Blue and Von Kossa for adipogenic, chondrogenic and osteogenic 203 

induction, respectively. Quantitative analysis of in vitro differentiation was performed by 204 

ImageJ (Processing and Analysis in Java, Version 1.6, imagej.nih.gov/ij/).  205 

 206 

2.6 Molecular Characterization 207 

Expression of specific MSCs (CD44), hematopoietic (CD34), and major histocompatibility 208 

complex (DLA-DQA1, DLA-DRA1) markers was investigated by PCR analysis on 209 

undifferentiated Nor-AT-MSCs and Hyp-AT-MSCs (Table 2). All tests were carried out on 210 

100x103 cells, derived from three different dogs. Experiments were performed at passage 3 of 211 

in vitro culture, except for DLA-DQA1 and DLA-DRA1: in fact, given the increasing demand 212 

of MSCs for clinical use also in the canine species, the expression of DLA-DQA1 and DLA-213 



 

 

DRA1 was also studied at P0 to assess their immunologic properties. For PCR, cells were 214 

snap-frozen and RNA was extracted using Nucleo Spin® RNA kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, 215 

Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions. cDNAs were synthesized by RevertAid 216 

RT Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) and used directly in PCR 217 

reactions, following the instructions of Maxima Hot Start PCR Master Mix (2X) 218 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA).  219 

Canine glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was employed as a reference 220 

gene in each sample in order to standardize the results and to asses RNA integrity and purity. 221 

Furthermore, for all primers, in order to asses sample purity, a RT- and a mix without primer 222 

were analyzed.  223 

PCR products were visualized with ethidium bromide on a 2% agarose gel (Bio-Rad 224 

Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, California, USA. 225 

 226 

2.7 Flow cytometry  227 

Cytofluorimetric analysis was carried out to study the cell surface marker expression of 228 

canine Nor-AT-MSCs and Hyp-AT-MSCs. At P3 cells were labeled with CD90, CD105, 229 

CD14, and CD45 mouse monoclonal antibodies (all from Beckman Coulter, Milan, Italy) and 230 

with isotype control mouse monoclonal antibodies. Briefly, at 80-90% of confluence, cells 231 

were harvested by trypsinization after twice rinsing with DPBS and collected at a 232 

concentration of 106 cells/ml. Fixation and permeabilization were carried out using Reagent 1 233 

of Intraprep Kit (Beckman Coulter, Milan, Italy). Flow cytometry was performed using 234 

FC500 two-laser equipped cytometer (Beckman Coulter, Milan, Italy). Coniugated-specific 235 

antibodies or isotype-matched control mouse immunoglobulin G are listed in Table 3. Cross-236 

reactivity of the antibodies used was screened using cultured human and canine MSCs. 237 

Incubated cells with isotype-specific IgGs were used as control cells in order to establish the 238 



 

 

background signal. Furthermore, to verify cross-reactivity, control on circulating canine 239 

lymphocytes was carried out. The similarity of CD markers was also identified by comparing 240 

the amino acid sequences using Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST). Results were 241 

further analyzed with the CXP dedicated program.  242 

 243 

2.8 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 244 

Ultrastructural investigation was carried out on canine Nor-AT-MSCs (n=3) and Hyp-AT-245 

MSCs (n=3) at P3 of culture. At this time, the cells were detached from the flask by trypsin-246 

EDTA, centrifuged at 600 g for 10 minutes to remove the medium and fixed with 2.5% 247 

glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB), pH 7.3, for 1 h at room temperature. They 248 

were subsequently washed twice in PB and post-fixed with 2% osmium tetroxide dissolved in 249 

0.1 M PB, pH 7.3, for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were finally dehydrated in a graded 250 

series of ethanol up to absolute, pre-infiltrated and embedded in Epon 812 (Electron 251 

Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, Pa, USA). Ultrathin sections (90 nm) were mounted on 200-252 

mesh copper grids, stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and examined by means of a 253 

Philips EM 208, equipped with a digital camera. 254 

 255 

2.9 Statistical analysis 256 

CDs, DTs and percentages of migration are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. 257 

Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 23 (IBM Corporation, 258 

Armonk, New York, USA). Data were analysed, for normal distribution, using a Shapiro-259 

Wilk test. For growth curve, DTs and CDs were analysed using Student’s T Test for paired 260 

variables. To compare single culture passage DTs one-way ANOVA and post hoc Tuckey test 261 

were applied. Data recorded from scratch test were analysed by Student’s T test for paired 262 



 

 

variables, while the 3D spheroid volumes were compared using Wilcoxon test, due to their 263 

non-normal distribution. Significance was assessed for P<0.05. 264 

 265 

3. Results 266 

 267 

3.1 Cell culture, in vitro differentiation and phenotype characterization 268 

Adherent cells with the characteristic spindle-shaped morphology were isolated from all 269 

samples and cultivated both under normoxia and hypoxia condition. For all samples, in both 270 

culture conditions, undifferentiated cells were cultured until P5. At P5, total CDs registered 271 

for Nor-AT-MSCs and Hyp-AT-MSCs were not statistically different (12.9±3.4 vs 12.7±3.2; 272 

P>0.05; Fig.1A) (P>0.05). No statistically significant differences (P>0.05) were found 273 

between total DTs in Nor-AT-MSCs and Hyp-AT-MSCs (3.58±2.14 vs 3.53±2.13 days 274 

respectively; P>0.05; Fig.1B); the only difference observed was at the second passage of in 275 

vitro culture, when Nor-AT-MSCs DT (3.6 ± 1.4 days) was higher than Hyp-AT-MSCs DT 276 

(2.9 ± 0.9 days) (Fig.1B; P<0.05). Analysing DTs at different passage in the same culture 277 

group, both in Nor-AT-MSCs and Hyp-AT-MSCS a statistically significant increase was 278 

observed starting from P3 (Fig.1B; P<0.05).  279 

As showed in Fig. 2A, no significant differences (P>0.05) in the migration abilities were 280 

observed between Nor-AT-MSCs (68.5 ± 10.8 %) and Hyp-AT-MSCs (76.9 ± 10.0%); on the 281 

contrary, while Nor-AT-MSCs cultured in ‘hanging drops’ were able to form spheroids, Hyp-282 

AT-MSCs did not form a compact spheroid (Fig.2B). For these reasons a statistically 283 

significant difference was found between spheroid volumes: the spheroid formed by Hyp-AT-284 

MSCs was twice in volume compared to that formed by Nor-AT-MSCs (P<0.05). 285 

In order to characterize canine Nor-AT-MSCs and Hyp-AT-MSCs, PCRs were performed for 286 

CD34 as hematopoietic marker, for CD44 as MSC marker, for dog leukocytes antigens DLA-287 

DQA1 and DLA-DRA1. CD44 expression was detected in cells cultured under both 288 



 

 

conditions, while no samples expressed CD34 (Fig.3A). DLA-DQA1 was weakly expressed 289 

only at P0, while DLA-DRA1 was not expressed by any sample, at each culture passage 290 

examined (Fig.3A).  291 

Cells cultured under both atmosphere conditions resulted positive for mesenchymal markers 292 

CD90, and CD105. The haematopoietic markers CD14 and CD45 were expressed in low 293 

percentages (<20%) in all samples, with a significant difference (P<0.05) in the expression of 294 

CD45 between Nor-AT-MSCs and Hyp-AT-MSCs (8.4 ± 1.2 vs 13.0 ± 0.5) (Fig.3B).  295 

As well as the molecular characterization seems not to be affected by in vitro culture 296 

conditions, also the ability of cell to differentiate in vitro is similar. In fact, both Nor-AT-297 

MSCs and Hyp-AT-MSCs, cultured in induction media were able to differentiate toward 298 

osteogenic, chondrogenic and adipogenic direction (Fig.4).  299 

 300 

3.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 301 

When analyzed by TEM, cells cultivated in both experimental conditions were characterized 302 

by a unique euchromatic nucleus with irregular profile and one or more prominent nucleoli 303 

(Figg. 5A, 6A). Cytoplasm was populated by abundant free ribosomes. Apart from some flat 304 

profiles of RER, in both cell samples the cisternal space of the RER was often greatly 305 

distended (Figg. 5C, 6B). A consistent number of mitochondria was observed in both 306 

samples. They mostly appeared elongated and were characterized by normal cristae. 307 

Membrane integrity was maintained (Figg. 5B, 6B). Golgi apparatus was well developed and 308 

typically included flattened cisternae, transport vesicles, and heterogeneous sized vacuoles, 309 

some of which were very large and filled with either electron-lucent or fine granular material 310 

(Figg. 5B, 6C). The endo-lysosomal apparatus showed a variety of appearances; 311 

multivesicular bodies (MVBs) and endo-lysosomes were quite abundant. MVBs appeared as 312 

large vacuoles more than 500 nm in diameter containing 30 to 100 nm wide intraluminal 313 



 

 

small vesicles. Maturation of endosomes was reflected by the progressive increasing number 314 

of intraluminal vesicles. Endo-lysosomes, on the other hand, appeared as vacuolar structures 315 

characterized by nano-vesicles, typical of late endosomes, mixed with aggregates of electron-316 

dense material and occasional para-crystalline formations. Endo-lysosomes were present in 317 

both cell types, but they were more abundant in cells cultured under hypoxia (Figg. 5C, 5D, 318 

6B). Autophagic vacuoles were occasionally seen in Hyp-AT-MSCs. Cellular membrane 319 

showed an irregular profile due to the presence of cytoplasmic pseudopodial evaginations and 320 

to the occurrence of large complex vesicles shedding from the cell surface. This latter 321 

phenomenon appeared more evident in Hyp-AT-MSCs where large electron-lucent vesicles 322 

frequently budded from the cell surface. These vesicles were 2000 nm or even larger in 323 

diameter and contained round-shaped 300 to 500 nm wide vesicles inside their lumen (Figg. 324 

5F, 6E, 6F). Under both atmospheric conditions the extracellular space was populated by 325 

numerous vesicles of heterogeneous size (Figg. 5E, 6D). 326 

 327 

4. Discussion 328 

The use of MSCs for regenerative medicine has been proposed in human and veterinary 329 

species (Fortier and Travis, 2011). The most studied source of MSCs is bone marrow; in 330 

particular, some Authors suggested that it may be a superior source of MSCs for osteogenesis 331 

since, in this microenvironment, cells are pre-committed towards the osteogenic lineage (Noël 332 

et al., 2008). Adipose tissue is another ideal source of MSCs: it is abundant and can be easily 333 

obtained from several body’s regions with minimal side effects for donor (Tapp et al., 2009). 334 

Initially, the beneficial effect of MSCs was thought to derive from their proliferation and 335 

differentiation (Kopen et al., 1999). However, the observation that only a small number of 336 

transplanted cells survive and integrate into host damaged tissue has highlighted the 337 

possibility that an alternative mechanism exists. Today, it is widespread opinion that MSCs 338 



 

 

create optimal environmental conditions for tissue regeneration via a paracrine mechanism 339 

(Pascucci et al., 2014a; Crivelli et al., 2017). In particular, MSCs produce trophic factors, 340 

cytokines and signaling molecules, able to influence angiogenesis, cell proliferation, 341 

apoptosis and even recruitment of resident stem cells (Pascucci et al., 2014a). The complex 342 

interaction between MSCs and tissue microenvironment might involve both soluble factors 343 

and production of extracellular vesicles containing various molecules (György et al., 2011). 344 

The importance of tissue environmental factors, like oxygen tension, has been previously 345 

studied in human MSCs in relation to differentiation capability (Cicione et al., 2013) and cell 346 

growth (Hung et al., 2012). In vitro, cell cultures are generally carried out under 20-21% O2, 347 

known as normoxia, but it does not replicate the physiological or pathological hypoxia 348 

corporeal conditions (He et al., 2007). For this reason, recently many research groups have 349 

been started to compare culture and differentiation of MSCs in normoxia and hypoxia (5% 350 

O2) or severe hypoxia (1-3% O2) (Buravkova et al., 2014). Results obtained in the present 351 

study are similar to those reported previously by Chung et al. (2012) about canine AT-MSCs 352 

growth rate in normoxia (21%) and in hypoxia (7%), but different from those reported by 353 

other Authors (Lee et al., 2016). This confirms, as already reported in humans, the disparity in 354 

results obtained culturing cells under hypoxic conditions (Choi et al., 2017). Because the 355 

effects of hypoxia on proliferation rate of AT-MSCs could be influenced not only by oxygen 356 

rate but also by other different factors, such as area of body from which it was removed, 357 

different sexes and age of donor, further studies are needed to verify if this could be true also 358 

in canine species. 359 

Beyond the growth curve, migration ability is an important feature of MSCs because of its 360 

fundamental significance for systemic application (Li et al., 2009; Burk et al., 2013). No 361 

differences were found between Nor-AT-MSCs and Hyp-AT-MSCs in migration ability. 362 

Since the adhesion capability is related and enhanced to differentiation potential (Pasquinelli 363 



 

 

et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009), in the present study, for the first time in canine species, 364 

spheroid formation in vitro was assessed using the hanging drop method. Cells cultured under 365 

normoxia showed a higher adhesion ability, forming smaller spheroids However, no 366 

difference were observed in differentiation ability of cells cultured in induction medium in 367 

21% and 7% O2. This could be related to the further reduction of oxygen within the 368 

micromasses which therefore requires a further adaptation of the cells to the new condition. 369 

As previously reported (Chung et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2016), also under our culture 370 

conditions canine AT-MSCs maintain their stemness and the characteristic molecular profile. 371 

In fact, both Nor and Hyp-AT-MSCs expressed CD44 and did not express CD34, a 372 

hematopoietic marker. Furthermore, by RT-PCR, we demonstrated that, at P3 of in vitro 373 

culture in normoxia and hypoxia, canine AT-MSCs did not express DLA-DRA1 and DLA-374 

DQA1. Furthermore, as previously reported in canine MSCs (Seo et al., 2009; Filioli Uranio 375 

et al., 2014), we found a very weak expression of DLA-DRA1 at P0. We could postulate that 376 

the expression of these markers has been lost during the first passages in canine AT-MSCs, 377 

confirming the low immunogenicity of these populations of cells and supporting their possible 378 

use for allo- and xenotransplantation. 379 

With the exception of a few reports, MSCs morphology has been widely disregarded in the 380 

past years (Budoni et al., 2013; Pascucci et al., 2014a; Del Fattore et al., 2015; Pascucci et al., 381 

2015; Lange-Consiglio et al., 2016; Iacono et al., 2017). In this manuscript, we discussed the 382 

establishment of MSCs cultures from canine adipose tissue and described, for the first time, 383 

their fine structure by transmission electron microscopy. Furthermore, since also in canine 384 

species it was demonstrated that oxygen concentration is an important component of stem cell 385 

niche (Chung et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2016) but no data are present on the effects of oxygen 386 

tension on cellular components and their ability to produce EVs, we ascertained, by means of 387 

electron microscopy, that canine AT-MSCs constitutively produce EVs under different 388 



 

 

oxygen tensions and we compared the effect of normoxia (21%) and hypoxia (7%) on canine 389 

AT-MSCs fine structure. The ultrastructural morphology was mainly maintained in Hyp-AT-390 

MSCs when compared with Nor-AT-MSCs. Canine AT-MSCs were homogeneous in shape 391 

and dimensions and presented a large, irregular nucleus with multiple nucleoli, as a sign of 392 

intense metabolic activity. This was confirmed by a consistent number of mitochondria. The 393 

main differences between Hyp-AT-MSCs and Nor-AT-MSCs attained the presence of 394 

occasional autophagosomes, the increased number of endolysosomes and the abundance of 395 

large complex vesicles budding from the cell surface and containing smaller vesicles in cells 396 

cultured in 7% O2. This particular kind of EVs has never been described before in the 397 

literature in dogs, but it was frequently observed by the authors in MSCs of different species 398 

and tissue sources (Pascucci et al., 2014a; Pascucci et al., 2015). Concerning endolysosomes 399 

and autophagosomes, it could be hypothesized that the hypoxic environment could induce a 400 

mild injury because of the reduced oxygen availability, followed by the digestion of damaged 401 

cell components. Therefore, autophagy may be interpreted as a reactive behavior of the cell to 402 

the adverse environmental conditions. The increased number of large complex vesicles 403 

budding from the cell surface and containing smaller vesicles, and the great quantity of MVBs 404 

and extracellular vesicles led to hypothesize that the high metabolic and synthetic activity 405 

typical of MSCs is enhanced in Hyp-AT-MSCs respect to cells cultured in normoxia. This is 406 

supported by the presence of an unchanged synthetic apparatus formed by the euchromatic 407 

nucleus, by a great number of free ribosomes, by a well developed RER and Golgi apparatus. 408 

This last one, additionally, produce large vacuoles containing a fine granular material that 409 

could be addressed to secretion. Examination of cell monolayers by TEM, allowed to 410 

hypothesize that EVs production could be influenced by the in vitro culture oxygen tension. 411 

Particularly, we observed that in cells cultured under low oxygen tension, large complex EVs 412 

seems to be more numerous. As previously speculated (Pascucci et al., 2015), it is possible 413 



 

 

that this kind of vesicles encloses smaller vesicles that, in a first phase, are grouped in specific 414 

areas, underneath the plasma membrane and are then exocytosed through an apocrine-like 415 

secretion. In this way, cells are able to package a large amount of cargo enclosed inside large 416 

complex vesicles. Even if their content needs still to be characterized, it could be speculated 417 

that it may be able to modulate, at the same time, different biological pathways so inducing a 418 

strong and polymorfous environmental response. 419 

In equine species, it was recently demonstrated that AT-MSCs EVs are involved in 420 

modulation of different stages of angiogenesis (Pascucci et al., 2014a). Different Authors 421 

stated that hypoxia increases the secretion of angiogenic factors and that the medium 422 

conditioned by hypoxic-treated cells may enhance angiogenesis and perfusion in nude mice 423 

with ischemic hindlimbs (Rehman et al., 2004; Stubbs et al., 2012). Furthermore, hypoxic-424 

treated cells were found to increase secretion of antitapoptotic factors, such as IL-6: this factor 425 

has been demonstrated to inhibit cardiomyocyte apoptosis and reduce infarct size (Matsushita 426 

et al., 2005; Jung et al., 2009; Przybyt et al., 2013). Recently, it was demonstrated that canine 427 

bone marrow MSCs loaded with paclitaxel (PTX) are able to release it affecting in vitro 428 

cancer cells proliferation (Bonomi et al., 2017). PTX release could be partly mediated by 429 

EVs, as previously demonstrated in an in vitro murine model. Considering that tumor 430 

environment is often characteristically hypoxic, the possible therapeutic use of MSC 431 

cultivated under hypoxia to produce EVs to be used as drug delivery system deserves a 432 

careful further study also in canine species. 433 

The results of the present study indicate that MSCs from canine adipose tissue constitutively 434 

produce EVs that may be responsible of their paracrine activity. Furthermore, the EVs 435 

production seems to be influenced by in vitro culture oxygen tension. There is need for further 436 

mechanistic studies of hypoxia to elucidate its influence not only on EVs production but also 437 

in their composition in view of clinical and pharmaceutical applications.  438 
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Figure legends:  629 

Fig. 1. Total Cell Doublings (A) and Doubling times (B) of Nor-AT-MSCs and Hyp-AT-630 

MSCs over five passages of culture. A vs b, and * vs **: P<0.05. 631 



 

 

 632 



 

 

Fig. 2. A: Scratch assay on Nor-AT-MSCs and Hyp-AT-MSCs at T0 and after 24 h (T1) of 633 

cell growth (Magnification 4X, scale bar 100 µm). B: Adhesion assay: Volume reconstruction 634 

and visualization of a Nor- and Hyp-AT-MSC spheroid, obtained after 48 h of hanging drop 635 

culture (Magnification 10x, scale bar 10µm).  636 



 

 

 637 



 

 

Fig. 3. A: Representative RT-PCR analysis of gene expression in canine AT-MSCs cultured 638 

in different oxygen atmospheres. CD44, CD34 expression was evaluated on samples at P3 639 

whereas dog leukocytes antigens expression was studied both at P0 and at P3. B: Flow 640 

cytometric analysis. Nor-AT-MSCs and Hyp-AT-MSCs samples analyzed for different 641 

antigens expression (CD90, CD105, CD14, CD45) by FACS analysis. 642 



 

 

 643 



 

 

Fig. 4. Differentiation potential: Canine AT-MSCs cultured under adipogenic (A, D), 644 

chondrogenic (B, E) and osteogenic (C, F) medium in normoxic and hypoxic conditions 645 

respectively. G-L: Stained cells cultured in control medium. Magnification: 20X. 646 

 647 

Fig. 5. Nor-AT-MSCs at TEM. A. At low magnification a single euchromatic irregular 648 

nucleus containing a prominent nucleolus can be seen. Scale bar, 5µm. B. Note the abundance 649 

of elongated mitochondria (arrow) and the well developed Golgi apparatus (arrowheads). 650 

Scale bar 1 µm. C. A group of endolysosomes with heterogeneous content can be observed 651 

(arrows). Near them, a dilated RER cistern has been marked with an asterisk. Scale bar, 1µm. 652 



 

 

D. A maturing MVB containing numerous endo-luminal vesicles. Scale bar, 500 nm. E. 653 

Numerous vesicles of heterogeneous size can be observed in the extracellular space. Scale 654 

bar, 1 µm. F. Large complex electron-lucent vesicles budding from the cell surface and 655 

containing smaller vesicles. Scale bar, 2 µm. 656 

 657 

Fig. 6. Hyp-AT-MSCs at TEM. A. Low magnification image showing a single euchromatic 658 

nucleus (arrow) and cytoplasm containing a prominent RER with dilated cisternae 659 

(arrowheads). Note the irregular cell profile determined by the presence of cytoplasmic 660 

pseudopodial evaginations. Scale bar, 10 µm. B. Cell cytoplasm with abundant mytochondria 661 

(arrows), dilated RER and numerous MVB and endolysosomes (asterisks). Scale bar, 2 µm. 662 

C. Golgi apparatus is wide and well developed and is characterized by flattened cisternae, 663 

transport vesicles, and large vacuoles, often filled with fine granular material. Scale bar, 500 664 

nm. D. The image shows the presence of vesicles of heterogeneous dimensions located in the 665 

extracellular space. Scale bar, 2 µm. E, F. Note the presence of large vesicles shedding from 666 

the cell surface and containing round-shaped smaller vesicles inside their lumen. Scale bar, 5 667 

µm and 2 µm. 668 
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Table 1: Specific induction media compositions. 671 

Adipogenic medium Chondrogenic Medium Osteogenic Medium 

- DMEM/TCM199 

- 10% FBS 

- 0.5 mM IBMX 

(removed after 3 days) 

- 1 μM DXM 

(removed after 6 days) 

- 10 µg/ml insulin 

- 0.1 mM indomethacin 

- DMEM/TCM199 

- 1% FBS 

- 6.25 µg/ml insulin 

- 50 nM AA2P 

- 0.1 μM DXM 

-10 ng/ml hTGF-β1 

 

- DMEM/TCM199 

- 10% FBS 

- 50 µM AA2P 

- 0.1 μM DXM 

- 10 mM BGP 

IBMX: isobutylmethylxanthine, DXM: Dexamethasone, hTGF: human Transforming Growth 672 

Factor, AA2P: Ascorbic Acid 2-Phosphate, BGP: Beta-Glycerophosphate 673 

674 



 

 

Table 2: Sequences of primers used for RT-PCR analysis 675 

Gene Primer sequences FW and RV Amplicon 
(bp) 

Reference 

GAPDH FW 5’- GGTCACCAGGGCTGCTTT -3’ 209 (Jung et al. 2009) 
 RV 5’- ATTTGATGTTGGCGGGAT -3’ 

 
  

CD44 FW 5’- GCCCTGAGCGTGGGCTTTGA 
-3’ 

268 (Filioli Uranio et al. 
2011) 

 RV 5’-TCTGGCTGTAGCGGGTGCCA 
-3’ 

 

  

CD34 FW 5’- 
GCCTGCTCAGTCTGCTGCCC-3’ 

255 (Filioli Uranio et al. 
2011) 

 RV 5’-
TGGTCCCAGGCGTTAGGGTGA -3’ 

 

  

DLA-
DRA1 

FW 5’-CGCTCCAACCACACCCCGAA 
-3’ 

246 (Filioli Uranio et al. 
2011) 

 RV 5’- 
GGCTGAGGGCAGGAAGGGGA-3’ 

 

  

DLA-
DQA1 

FW 5’-GCACTGGGGCCTGGATGAGC 
-3’ 

163 (Filioli Uranio et al. 
2011) 

 RV 5’-ACCTGAGCGCAGGCCTTGGA 
-3’ 

 

  

 676 

677 



 

 

Table 3. Primary antibodies and Isotype used for flow cytometry. 678 

Markers Ig 

CD90 - PC5 IgG1 

CD105 - PE IgG2a 

CD14 - PC5 IgG2a 

CD45 - APC IgG1 

Isotype  

Isotype PC5 IgG2a 

Isotype FITC IgG1 

Isotype PE IgG1 

Isotype APC IgG1 

Ig: immunoglobin 679 

 680 


